
 

Root TWRP Recovery For Samsung Galaxy S6 S6 Edge (SM-G920 SM-G925) !FREE!

Samsung has left all of the features of Kit Kat with its new Android OS Nougat. No need to worry about this as we have a perfect easy method for your Galaxy S6 or S6 edge to be rooted. With the build of the Stock Android 7.0 Nougat firmware we are not able to gain root access. If you have seen or heard about other methods to root Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge on Android Nougat then it is working. However, while doing so
you will lose the SuperSU app and your warranty will be void. If you have an old rooted Samsung Galaxy S6 or S6 Edge, these are the easy ways to root them on Android Nougat. If you want this method to work, you will need a custom TWRP recovery. Many of the TWRP recoveries from Xda-Developers which comes free with ADB and fastboot is not compatible. We can use the recovery of Lineage OS to make the method
compatible. If you havent flashed any custom recovery for your device, then you might see this error message after flashing. Custom Recovery Blocked by R/L means you cannot flash any moded firmware using TWRP. As in the case of rooted or moded firmware using TWRP will erase your data on the phone. Most of the websites either doesnt show the correct method to root S6 Edge or provide data useless to you. Most
of the time Google’s stock recovery or clockworkmod recovery will be blocked by Custom Binary (Recovery) Blocked by R/L error which blocks flashing any file using Odin. Make sure you have completed the above mentioned process without any mistake. To complete this guide, you will need to download and install the zip file. The Zip file contains the files necessary for installing TWRP on your phone. All you have to do

is, extract the contents of the zip file and install the files on your phone. To achieve it, visit TWRP for Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge SM-G925 or TWRP for Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge SM-G920.
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